Multifunctional fiber-reinforced polymer composites that incorporate a suite of functionalities in addition to their loadcarrying capability are receiving significant attention. One approach to realize multifunctional fiber-reinforced polymers is by infusing nanomaterials in the epoxy matrix to enhance their mechanical properties and to enable sensing functionality. However, fabrication of nanomaterial-enhanced epoxies remains challenging, since additives can hinder curing and affect their mechanical properties. Therefore, the objective of this study is to employ electrical capacitance tomography for monitoring curing and for quantifying subsurface damage in nanocomposite epoxies. The vision is that electrical capacitance tomography can be used as a portable, nondestructive evaluation tool for assessing composite curing during manufacturing or in the field (e.g. for repair patches). In short, electrical capacitance tomography uses a set of noncontact electrodes arranged to form a circle and interrogates a sensing area using different patterns of electric field excitations. Boundary capacitance measurements obtained simultaneously are used as inputs for solving the electrical capacitance tomography inverse problem to reconstruct the electrical permittivity distribution of the sensing area. The hypothesis is that the permittivity of nanocomposite epoxies would change during curing and due to damage. To test this hypothesis, this work focused on carbon nanotube-based epoxies, whose electrical properties are sensitive to strain. First, highspeed shear mixing and tip sonication were employed for dispersing carbon nanotubes in epoxy resin. Specimens were fabricated to confirm their strain-sensitive electromechanical properties. Second, electrical capacitance tomography was used to monitor nanocomposite epoxy curing, and the results confirmed the hypothesis that permittivity decreased with increasing curing time. Third, these results were then validated by directly measuring their electrical permittivity changes during curing and also using ultrasonic testing to estimate its elastic modulus at different curing times. Finally, nanocomposite epoxy specimens were damaged by drilling different-sized holes, and electrical capacitance tomography was able to identify the locations and sizes of the simulated damage.
Introduction
Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have been widely used in various engineering applications for more than six decades. In short, multiple layers of carbon, graphite, or glass fiber fabrics are stacked and infused with epoxy to facilitate load transfer and to realize the FRP part. 1 Their superior mechanical properties with a high strength-to-weight ratio and excellent corrosion resistance have made them attractive for aerospace, automotive, biomedical, and various other industries. 2, 3 For instance, billions of dollars have been spent on research and development to make FRP composites suitable for manufacturing lightweight subsonic and supersonic aircrafts. 3 In commercial aviation, FRP composites have been used as substitutes for metallic parts, such as in the Boeing 787 and Airbus 380.
Despite their advantages, FRPs and epoxy-based composites are susceptible to different damage modes. For instance, incomplete epoxy curing can cause tremendous reduction in mechanical properties, including the strength, stiffness, and fatigue life of FRPs. Currently, thermal techniques (e.g. differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), differential thermal analysis (DTA), and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), to name a few) are widely used for monitoring epoxy curing, where information about their degree, rate, and completion of curing can be obtained. [4] [5] [6] Shigue et al. 6 showed that dielectric thermal analysis (DETA) can utilize the dielectric response of epoxy as a precursor for monitoring curing. Here, a parallel-plate capacitor setup was used with epoxy resin as the dielectric medium, and impedance and temperature were measured as the epoxy cured. Hardis et al. 4 proposed the use of Raman spectroscopy and dielectric analysis (DEA) for evaluating the curing state of fiberreinforced epoxy and compared the results to DSC tests. However, these methods cannot be performed in situ, often require ideal laboratory conditions, and are not suitable for large-scale applications. Therefore, monitoring curing of nanocomposite epoxies is needed for understanding and optimizing curing.
In addition, manufacturing defects (e.g. subsurface voids and cracks) could form in the epoxy matrix, which can propagate to cause severe or even catastrophic failure if they remain undetected. 7 Thus, the ability to detect subsurface damage at an early stage is critical for ensuring their safety, reliability, and remaining load-carrying capacity. To date, visual inspection is most frequently used to detect damage in structures. However, manufacturing defects and subsurface damage that develop during service may not be visible and can remain undetected. Moreover, visual inspection is time-, labor-, and cost-intensive. To overcome this limitation, pre-embedded sensors such as strain gages and optical fibers can be employed for strain monitoring and damage detection. However, measurements can only be obtained at discrete points where the sensors are attached. A dense network of sensors is often required for accurate performance evaluation and structural health monitoring. Besides these, ultrasonic C-scan is a popular noninvasive technique for identifying voids, porosity, inclusions, resin starvation, and delamination in FRP composites. The main drawback of this technique is its limitation to small-scale applications and that the specimen needs to be immersed in water (as a coupling agent). 3, 8 More recently, a significant body of work has focused on creating multifunctional FRP structures (e.g. with the added capability of sensing damage) by incorporating conductive additives (e.g. colloidal silica, carbon black (CB), graphene, and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), to name a few) during manufacturing. 9, 10 Among these, CNTs are popular due to their intrinsic superior mechanical properties and high electrical conductivity. CNT-epoxy composites that can be used as an electrical heating element and a stable temperature sensor were developed by Neitzert et al. 11 The resistivity of the composites decreased monotonically as temperature increased, which was explained by a fluctuation-induced tunneling conduction model. The interrelation between mechanical properties and interfacial molecular structure in CNT-epoxy composites was studied by Lachman et al. 12 The interfacial stresstransfer efficiency could be improved by attaching different functional groups to the nanotube surface. The effects of curing temperature, mixing rate, weight fraction, and size of CNTs on the strain sensitivity of CNT-enhanced epoxy composites were systematically studied by Hu et al. 13 Even though incorporating nano-fillers in epoxy could enhance their material properties and multi-functionality, these additives could adversely affect curing.
The objective of this study was to investigate a new sensing modality based on electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) for monitoring epoxy curing and subsurface defects, particularly in strain-sensitive nanocomposite epoxies. The proposed method works by interrogating a region of space with different patterns of electric field excitations and simultaneously measuring the capacitance response at boundary electrodes. The capacitance measurements were then used as inputs for solving the ECT inverse problem of reconstructing the electrical permittivity distribution of the interrogated region. It was hypothesized that the dielectric property (i.e. permittivity) of epoxy changes during curing or if damage (e.g. voids) is present in the material. First, CNT-based epoxy specimens were prepared by means of high-speed shear mixing and ultrasonication. Second, ECT was used to characterize the specimens' permittivity, in a noninvasive and noncontact manner, at different curing times. Third, to validate these results, ultrasonic tests were performed to quantify their mechanical properties at different curing stages. The change in dielectric properties of CNT-based epoxies was also studied using a parallel-plate capacitor test setup. Finally, upon ECT validation, damage was introduced by drilling differentsized holes in CNT-epoxy specimens. ECT was then used to map the permittivity of the specimens to locate damage in the system.
ECT background
ECT is a soft-field imaging technique that aims to reconstruct the electrical permittivity distribution of a predefined region of space. This is achieved by propagating an alternating current (AC) electric field through a circular region bounded by electrodes, as depicted in Figure 1. 14 Here, one electrode is used to propagate the AC field, while all other remaining electrodes remain grounded. Then, the capacitance between the excitation and grounded electrode pairs are measured. This measured set of capacitances is used to solve an inverse problem to reconstruct the corresponding permittivity distribution within the circular region. Since its discovery in the late 1980s, ECT has been successfully used for different flow-monitoring applications. [15] [16] [17] [18] It has also been used for other industrial process monitoring (e.g. visualization of flame during combustion 19 and nylon-polymerization reaction monitoring, 20 to name a few). Others have shown the potential of ECT as a nondestructive evaluation (NDE) tool. [21] [22] [23] More recently, Gupta et al. 24 have successfully validated ECT for monitoring the curing process of pristine epoxy resins. The mathematical formulation of the ECT forward and inverse problems are discussed in greater depths in the next sections that follow.
Forward problem
The ECT forward problem seeks to estimate the mutual capacitances between excitation and sensing electrodes, where the electrical permittivity distribution (e) of the sensing region (O) (i.e. bounded by the electrode array) is known a priori. The ECT forward problem is defined by the two-dimensional (2D) Laplace's equation:
where u is the electrical potential distribution in O. The finite element method (FEM) is applied to provide an estimate of the solution of this second-order partial differential equation with proper boundary conditions so as to evaluate the field distribution in O. Once u is evaluated, equation (2) is used to estimate the mutual capacitance between the excitation and sensing electrodes.
where n is the unit inward normal to the j th measurement electrode, e j is the length of that same electrode, V is the magnitude of applied voltage, L is the total number of electrodes in the electrode array, and u i is the solution of the forward problem when the i th electrode is used for excitation.
Inverse problem
While the ECT forward problem is employed to estimate the mutual capacitances between boundary electrodes, an inverse problem needs to be solved to reconstruct the permittivity distribution from the measured set of boundary capacitance responses. The norm of the error between the experimental (C m ) and computed (C c ) sets of capacitances is minimized, while permittivity distribution is updated during each iteration of the optimization scheme. Here, a Gauss-Newton iterative algorithm was developed and implemented for spatial permittivity reconstruction. The algorithm started with an initial assumption of permittivity distribution, and the forward problem was solved to obtain its corresponding C c . This was followed by calculating the error vector (e) based on the difference between C m and C c , as shown in equation (3):
Next, the error ratio (j) was estimated and checked if it is smaller than or equal to the specified threshold value of 0.05% used in this study.
Thereafter, permittivity distribution was updated, and the process repeats for as long as the condition specified in equation (4) is not satisfied. Given the nonlinear and ill-posed-ness of the ECT inverse problem, regularization is required; in this work, total variation is employed. A detailed description of the forward and inverse problems can be found in studies of Soleimani and Lionheart 25 and Gupta and Loh.
26 Figure 1 . The schematic of the eight-electrode ECT system is shown.
ECT measurements
In this study, the ECT system consisted of eight electrodes arranged to form a circular array (of 120 mm in diameter). Each electrode was ;400-mm long and was spaced equidistantly from one another. The electrode array was connected to a PTL300E capacitance measurement unit, which could propagate an AC field (1.25 MHz; 15 V peak-to-peak) in the sensing domain and simultaneously measure capacitance at all other electrodes. It should be mentioned that a metallic shield surrounded the electrode array and was utilized for minimizing electromagnetic interference and measurement noise. The unit was also able to switch and choose the excitation electrode so that the full set of boundary capacitance measurements could be obtained for solving the ECT inverse problem. For an eight-electrode system, this resulted in 8 3 7/2 = 28 independent mutual capacitance measurements between pairs of electrodes. The complete set of independent capacitance measurement pairs is also listed in Table 1 . Although this system is currently intended for permittivity imaging of laboratory-scale specimens and coupons, the vision is that ECT can, in the future, be used as a portable, NDE tool for assessing composite curing during manufacturing (e.g. in an autoclave) or in the field (e.g. for repair patches).
Validation of ECT for epoxy monitoring

Experimental details
Before the nanocomposite epoxies were investigated, a set of ECT validation tests were performed using pristine epoxy. The objective of these validation tests was to demonstrate that ECT can be used to monitor curing and to detect subsurface damage features in quickcuring epoxy (i.e. 5 min of set time and 30 min of handling time). A total of two sets of specimens were prepared for three different types of tests. Preparation of the epoxy specimens began by thoroughly mixing the resin and hardener, at a 1:1 ratio, by hand for 1 min. The first set of specimens was for validating curing monitoring, where the resin-and-hardener mix was poured into 20-mL glass vials. Each specimen was immediately placed in the center of the ECT-sensing region, and a set of ECT measurements were obtained to capture the specimen's initial electrical permittivity. Each specimen cured in ambient room temperature, while ECT measurements were recorded every 5 min until 35 min of complete curing. The second set of specimens was based on a simplified helicopter rotor blade geometry. Here, a Ninjaflex mold (90-mm length, 30-mm width, and 10-mm height), which is shown in Figure 2 (a), was printed using a Type A Series 1 Pro three-dimensional (3D) printer. Upon printing, the same quick-curing epoxy mix was poured into the mold and then cured in ambient room temperature. Prior to any of the validation tests were performed, a baseline set of ECT measurements of the empty sensing domain (i.e. with only air) was obtained. The first test then began by placing each of the pristine specimens in the ECT-sensing domain as shown in Figure 2 (b) (i.e. near electrodes 1, 2, and 8) for ECT interrogation and data acquisition, where the goal was to assess the reconstructed shape of the specimen. The second set of tests focused on damaging the epoxy specimens by drilling a 4.7-mm diameter hole at a different location on each specimen. In total, three damage locations were chosen as shown in Figure 3 . Once damage was introduced, the specimen was placed back into approximately the same location in the sensing domain, and ECT measurements were acquired. Permittivity distributions were reconstructed from these measured sets of boundary capacitance data, and the ECT results were compared with respect to their corresponding undamaged (i.e. baseline) cases. The decision to When an electrode was excited with an AC signal, the resulting capacitance between the excitation and remaining electrodes were measured. Here, C i,j denotes the capacitance between i th and j th electrode when the i th electrode was subjected to an AC excitation. Only independent measurements were used for image reconstruction by assuming that C i,j = C j,i .
compare ECT results with respect to the baseline was to highlight the differences in their electrical permittivity distributions due to damage.
Curing monitoring results
As mentioned earlier, ECT was employed for monitoring the change in electrical permittivity of epoxy as it cured and transformed from a viscous fluid state to that of a solid state. The reconstructed permittivity distributions of a representative epoxy specimen during 35 min of curing are shown in Figure 4 . First, it can be observed from all the ECT results that the circular specimen was successfully identified in the middle of the sensing domain. Second, the permittivity of the specimen decreased dramatically over the course of 35 min as the viscous epoxy mix cured to become solid. To better quantify the change in electrical permittivity over time, the maximum relative permittivity from each ECT image was extracted and plotted as a function of time in Figure 5 . Figure 5 clearly shows that the epoxy specimen's relative permittivity decreases from ;2.47 to ;2.13 and in an exponential manner. This trend is consistent with the results presented by Gupta et al. 24 but for an aerospace-grade pristine epoxy system. Overall, the results demonstrated that ECT could successfully capture the gradual change in electrical permittivity as pristine epoxy cured.
Helicopter rotor blade test results
The second portion of the validation tests focused on quick-curing epoxy specimens casted in 3D-printed helicopter rotor blade-shaped molds. A representative ECT result of the pristine specimen is shown in Figure  6 . In Figure 6 , the change in relative permittivity is shown, where the relative permittivity distribution of the baseline of air (i.e. empty sensing domain) was subtracted from the test result. The baseline of air was used here to minimize noise due to ambient effects such as electromagnetic interference present throughout the entire duration of testing. It can be observed from Figure 6 that the shape, size, and location of the helicopter rotor blade-shaped epoxy specimen were successfully detected by ECT. One can clearly observe the elliptical shape of the specimen. However, it should be mentioned that the sharp corners or edges of the specimen could not be fully reconstructed and appear rounded in the ECT result shown in Figure 6 . This is expected due to smoothing effects induced by regularization. Nevertheless, the results successfully identified the general shape, location, and size of the system tested. For further validation, damage was introduced to the pristine epoxy specimens by drilling a hole at a different location in each specimen, and the specimen was placed back (at the same location) in the ECT system. Representative ECT results for each of the three damage locations are presented in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , the change in relative permittivity distributions are plotted, and these were obtained by subtracting the permittivity map of the damaged specimen with its corresponding undamaged one to only reveal the change in permittivity due to the drilled hole. It can be clearly seen from Figure 7 that the three drilled holes at the left, center, and right portions of the specimens were accurately identified by ECT. Therefore, these results validated that ECT can be used as a noncontact and noninvasive electrical imaging tool for assessing epoxy curing and for detecting subsurface damage. 
Nanocomposite epoxy experimental details
Specimen preparation
Upon validating the use of ECT for assessing epoxy curing and for detecting damage in pristine epoxy, the remainder of this study focused on aerospace-grade epoxy specimens enhanced with multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) (Nanointegris Technologies Inc). Here, EPON Resin 825 and Epikure Curing Agent 3046, which were provided by Hexion Inc, were used to prepare specimens for electromechanical, curing monitoring, and subsurface damage detection tests. First, all the specimens were prepared by measuring the required amounts of epoxy resin and curing agent using a 2:1 by mass ratio. Second, the epoxy resin was added to MWCNTs to obtain 0.75 wt.% of MWCNTs, which was then subjected to high-speed shear mixing for 5 min at 3500 r/min. Further dispersion was performed by subjecting the MWCNT-resin mixture to ultrasonic probe sonication at 100 W amplitude for 3 min (i.e. based on a run cycle of 2 s pulse-on and 5 s pulse-off). This procedure of shear mixing and probe sonication was repeated for four more times to prevent overheating and to more effectively disperse large MWCNT agglomerations. Similarly, the curing agent was also mixed with MWCNTs to obtain a concentration of 0.75 wt.%, followed by high-speed shear mixed for 10 min at 3500 r/min. Finally, the MWCNT-resin and MWCNT-curing agent were combined and subjected to high-speed shear mixing for 10 min at 3500 rpm.
Using the same MWCNT-infused epoxy, five different sets of specimens were casted for experiments conducted in this study. First, the electromechanical or strain-sensing test specimens were cast in 50 3 10 3 1 mm 3 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) rectangular molds with copper tape electrodes pre-positioned 20 mm apart from each other. The copper tape electrodes were necessary for measuring their electrical response when strained. Second, curing monitoring test specimens were casted in 20-mL glass vials. Third, MWCNT-infused epoxies were also casted in 20-cm long plastic tubes for ultrasonic tests that were performed to characterize their mechanical properties during different stages of curing. Fourth, MWCNTinfused epoxy was sandwiched between two electrodes mounted on glass slides to form a parallel-plate capacitor, and their dielectric properties were measured to characterize their change in electrical permittivity during curing. The last set of specimens was cast in large petri dishes that were 86 mm in diameter and 9 mm in height. Due to the large volumes of MWCNT-infused epoxies needed for this test, the MWCNT-resin and MWCNT-curing agent mixtures were not subjected to probe sonication; instead, only high-speed shear mixing (for 40 min at 3500 r/min) was employed to disperse CNTs. All specimens were cured in a Yamato ADP-300C vacuum oven for 2 h at 40°C.
Electromechanical testing
Strain-sensing tests of 50 3 10 3 1 mm 3 MWCNTinfused epoxy strips were conducted by subjecting each specimen to three cycles of uniaxial tensile cyclic loading while measuring their change in electrical properties. The test setup is shown in Figure 8 , where a Test Resources 150R load frame was employed to strain the specimen. The specimen's electrical resistance was measured using a Keysight 34401A digital multimeter (DMM), and the data were collected and recorded using the Keysight BenchVue data logging software. The gage length between the load frame's two grips was 40 mm. This setup ensured that both electrodes were in between the two grips to prevent straining of the electrodes and inflicting unwanted noise to the sensor measurements. All tests were performed in displacement-controlled mode, where the applied strain rate was 0.5%/min, and the peak strain was 0.5% or, equivalently, 0.2 mm of total elongation.
ECT curing monitoring test
ECT was employed for monitoring curing of MWCNTinfused epoxy specimens, which was similar to the validation study presented earlier. First, upon pouring the MWCNT-infused epoxy into the 20-mL glass vial, the specimen was placed in the center of the ECT-sensing area for measurements ( Figure 9 ). Second, the specimen was removed and placed in the vacuum oven (maintained at 40°C) to cure for 10 min. The specimen was then removed and then subjected to ECT testing again. This procedure was repeated such that ECT tests were performed every 10 min for a total curing time of 120 min. In total, five specimens were cured and tested following this procedure.
Characterization of mechanical properties
In order to further validate the ECT curing monitoring test results, ultrasonic wave propagation tests were also performed on MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens to characterize how their elastic properties changed during the curing process. In this study, shear waves were employed, and the time-of-flight of the wave propagating through the specimens was measured for calculating the specimen's Young's modulus. However, since shear waves can only propagate in solid-like media (i.e. a glassy-rubber state for epoxy-based materials), the test specimens (casted in 20-mL plastic tubes) were first cured for 60 min at 40°C before being subjected to the first ultrasonic test. Characterization of mechanical properties was performed by coupling two lead zirconate titanate (PZT) shear wave transducers to opposite ends of the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimen as shown in Figure 10 . An Agilent 33250A function generator was employed to excite one of the PZT transducers with a 1 MHz pulse waveform, while the response signal was captured by the other PZT transducer on the opposite end, which is connected to a Keysight DSOX3024T oscilloscope that recorded and displayed the corresponding voltage response (Figure 10 ). Upon testing, the specimen was placed back in the vacuum oven to cure, and ultrasonic tests were conducted every 20 min until the specimen completely cured after 120 min of total curing time. Three different specimens were tested. 
Dielectric property characterization
As mentioned earlier, the change in dielectric property of MWCNT-infused epoxy during curing was characterized using a simple parallel-plate capacitor arrangement ( Figure 11 ). This test was performed to validate that the electrical permittivity of MWCNT-infused epoxy changes in the similar manner as the results captured by ECT. First, a strip of conductive aluminum tape was affixed onto one side of a microscope glass slide. Second, MWCNT-epoxy was poured onto the other face of the same glass slide to form a uniform thick film. Then, another glass slide (with aluminum tape affixed onto one side) was placed over the MWCNT-infused epoxy in such a way that the MWCNT-infused epoxy was in between the two glass slides. This yielded a parallel-plate capacitor, where two separate aluminum tapes on two different glass slides served as the conductive electrodes, and the MWCNT-infused epoxy was the main dielectric medium between the two metallic parallel plates. The cross-section of the setup is shown in Figure  11 (a). A total of five parallel-plate capacitors were prepared and then interrogated using an E4980A Keysight LCR meter (1 V AC signal at 1.25 MHz). The measurement setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 11 (b). Capacitance measurements were recorded every 10 min until the MWCNT-infused epoxy completely cured.
Damage detection tests
Specimens that were cast and cured in large petri dishes (86 mm in diameter and 9 mm in height) were used for validating ECT as a noncontact method for detecting subsurface damage. First, the test began by placing the undamaged specimen in the ECT-sensing domain (Figure 1 ). Permittivity distribution of the undamaged specimen was reconstructed from the corresponding measured set of boundary capacitance responses and was used as the undamaged baseline relative to other damage states. Second, a 2.70-mm diameter hole was drilled near the boundary of the specimen as a representative subsurface damage feature akin to a void. As shown in Figure 12 , the location of the drilled hole was close to electrodes 7 and 8. Third, the damaged specimen was placed back in the ECT measurement system and at the same location (when recording the baseline) as shown in Figure 12 . Then, drill bits of larger diameters were used for enlarging the already drilled hole, gradually, from 3.50 mm to 4.70 mm to 5.90 mm. After each drilling, the specimen was interrogated to obtain the corresponding capacitance response, which were then used as inputs to the ECT inverse problem for reconstructing the specimen's electrical permittivity distributions.
Results and discussion
Strain sensing response
The main objective of this study was to investigate the suitability of ECT for monitoring curing and subsurface damage features in MWCNT-infused epoxies, Figure 11 . (a) MWCNT-infused epoxy was sandwiched between two glass slides to form a parallel-plate capacitor. (b) Capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor was measured at different time intervals to estimate the change in electrical permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy while curing. Figure 12 . The MWCNT-infused epoxy specimen was placed in the ECT electrode array for interrogation and data acquisition. A drilled-hole damage was introduced near the boundary of the specimen, which was close to electrodes 7 and 8. especially since they are seeing more widespread use as a smart matrix material for FRP composites. As a result, many different nanocomposite-and MWCNTbased epoxies whose electrical properties are sensitive to strain were developed and reported. This work does not aim to propose a novel or better strain-sensitive nanocomposite epoxy. Instead, an MWCNT-infused epoxy formulation was developed and used for the purposes of demonstrating curing monitoring and damage detection.
Nevertheless, to demonstrate that the MWCNTinfused epoxy specimens employed in this work could provide multifunctional properties for FRP composites, they were subjected to strain sensing characterization tests as detailed earlier. Figure 13(a) shows the normalized change in resistance (R n ) of a representative MWCNT-infused epoxy specimen plotted with respect to time when a three-tensile-cycle strain pattern (peak strain: 0.5%) was applied. R n is
where R is the resistance measured at any instant of time, and R 0 is the specimen's unstrained or nominal resistance. It should be mentioned that R 0 of the specimens was ;11.27 6 0.33 MO. Overall, it can be seen from Figure 13 (a) that its R n time history response correlates well with the applied strain pattern, thus validating its strain-sensing behavior. It can be hypothesized that the conductivity or resistivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy was derived from the embedded MWCNTs forming conductive paths within the epoxy matrix. For the specimens prepared in this study, the concentration of MWCNTs was well past the percolation threshold. When strained, the intrinsic piezoresistivity of MWCNTs and the tunneling effect between neighboring MWCNTs was assumed to be the dominant factors that contributed to the strainsensitive behavior observed. 27 However, some minor variations between the R n time history and applied strain pattern were observed, where these differences could be due to noise, minor specimen slippage after each loading cycle, and/or its inherent viscoelastic properties.
To further characterize the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens' strain sensing performance, one can plot R n with respect to the corresponding applied strains, as is shown in Figure 13 (b). The result is approximately linear, and a linear least-squares regression line was fitted to the data. The slope of the best-fit line is
which is equivalent to the nanocomposite epoxy's strain sensitivity (S) or gage factor, and e in equation (6) is the strain applied corresponding to R n . The average strain sensitivity for all the specimens tested was ;9.84 6 0.84, where the error corresponds to the standard deviation. The result shown in Figure 13 (b) also indicated the repeatability of the specimens' strain sensing properties, where R n response over different cycles remains similar. In short, the MWCNT-infused epoxies exhibited favorable strain sensing properties and make them a good candidate for the remainder of this study.
ECT curing monitoring
As previously stated, ECT measurements were performed on five MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens casted in 20-mL glass vials for curing monitoring tests. The specimen was placed at the center of the electrode array and interrogated by ECT every 10 min from 10 to 120 min. The corresponding reconstructed relative permittivity distributions are shown in Figure 14 . From these results, it can be observed that the epoxy specimens showed higher permittivity values at its initial stages (and when they were a viscous fluid). As curing reactions continued, ECT results showed a reduction in permittivity. As epoxy resin molecules reacted and cross-linked with the curing agents, the specimen transformed from a viscous liquid to a solid state. It was hypothesized that the mobility of the ions inside the epoxy system decreases during phase change (i.e. from liquid to solid), which causes a change in their dielectric characteristics. Besides accurately capturing the change in relative permittivity during curing, ECT was also able to precisely detect the location and size of the specimen in the sensing domain. The average of the maximum relative permittivity values of five MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens, corresponding to each curing state, was calculated from reconstructed permittivity distributions and plotted with respect to curing time, as shown in Figure 15 . The error bars in Figure 15 correspond to the standard deviations of the five specimens tested. It can be seen from these results that the rate of change of relative permittivity was higher during the first 60 min, followed by gradually slowing down as curing time progressed. No significant change in permittivity was observed from 60 to 120 min. It should be noted that Figure 15 also shows that the relative permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens increased marginally as they cured from 10 to 20 min. This increase in relative permittivity could be due to temperature effects. As mentioned earlier, the epoxy specimens were cured at 40°C in a vacuum oven. During the initial stages of curing (i.e. between 0 to 20 min), the specimen was still heating up. As the temperature of the MWCNT-based epoxy and resin mixture was increasing, it was becoming more liquid, thus exhibiting an increase in their permittivity. Once a steady-state temperature was attained the effect of heating was no longer relevant, and electrical permittivity decreased due to the decrease in mobility of ions as the specimens solidified.
Young's modulus characterization
In order to validate the aforementioned ECT curing monitoring results, ultrasonic tests were conducted on partially and completely cured epoxy specimens (i.e. after 60 to 120 min of curing) to characterize their Young's modulus. To obtain the Young's modulus (E), the P-and S-wave velocities (i.e. pressure and shear waves, respectively) were measured during the ultrasonic wave tests. The P-wave is the weak longitudinal wave generated by the PZT transducer and corresponds to the first signal peak received (i.e. due to its intrinsic faster group velocity); the second noticeable peak corresponds to the S-wave signal. The time-of-flight of the two waves were measured to calculate the P-and Swave velocities (i.e. V P and V S , respectively). After obtaining V P and V S , Poisson' ratio (n) of the specimen could be computed using equation (7):
Young's modulus of the MWCNT-infused epoxy could then be estimated by equation (8):
The results of the estimated E values corresponding to different curing times are plotted in Figure 16 , and the error bars represent the standard deviation of the data. First, it should be mentioned that ultrasonic tests were not performed for specimens that were cured for less than 60 min, since the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens were still in their viscous liquid state. Their shear strength remained too small to allow the propagation of shear waves through the medium, which prevented the detection of the second S-wave peak. Second, for specimens cured for at least 60 min, they reached a glassy transition stage and possessed sufficient amounts of shear strength to ensure the propagation of shear waves for accurate estimation of Young's modulus. 28 This observation points to an important limitation of ultrasonic testing, since it cannot be employed to estimate the elastic properties of epoxy during early stages of curing; however, this technique can be used for curing monitoring once epoxy starts to solidify.
It can be seen from the results shown in Figure 16 that, from 60 to 80 min, E increased with increasing curing time. As curing reactions continued over time, more epoxy groups formed cross-linked structures that enhanced the stiffness of the epoxy system, which increased the overall Young's modulus or stiffness of the material, which makes sense. After 80 min of curing, E remained relatively constant, which matched with what was observed from the ECT results ( Figure  15 ). Therefore, from the results shown in Figures 15  and 16 , a conclusion is that permittivity change could be noninvasively monitored by ECT as an indicator of the degree of epoxy curing, especially for the entire curing process. It was found that permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens decreased over time as the epoxy cured and solidified. However, it should be noted that it was not possible to correlate the mechanical properties of the MWCNT-infused epoxy with its electrical permittivity for the first 60 min of curing using ultrasonic testing.
Electrical permittivity characterization
An additional experiment was performed to validate that the electrical permittivity of MWCNT-infused epoxy changes in the same way as those captured by ECT during the entire curing process (i.e. from 0 to 120 min). As mentioned earlier, the capacitance of MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens, using a parallelplate capacitor setup, was measured for directly calculating their electrical permittivity. Since the dimensions of the parallel-plate capacitor was fixed (i.e. its area (A) and thickness (t) of the dielectric), changes in capacitance (where C =e 0 e r A/t) could only be caused by changes in the electrical permittivity of the dielectric separating the two conductive plates. In this test, the dielectric consisted of two glass slides and the MWCNT-infused epoxy, which can be modeled as three different capacitors connected in series (Figure 11(a) ). Since the dimensions (i.e. length of ;75 mm, width of ;25 mm, and thickness of ;1 mm) and dielectric properties of the glass slides are known a priori, the electrical permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy could be easily determined. However, since experimental error could result in slightly non-uniform MWCNT-infused epoxy films, its thickness was measured at four different locations, and the average thickness was used to estimate its electrical permittivity. Figure 17 plots the average relative permittivity of MWCNT-infused epoxy as it cured (i.e. calculated based on testing six different specimens), where the error bars correspond to the standard deviation. From these results, it can be seen that the relative permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy falls in the similar range as those values identified by ECT (i.e. between ;2.40 to ;2.55). Comparatively large standard deviations were observed, which could be due to errors induced when measuring the thickness of the MWCNT-infused epoxy layer. The presence of entrapped air bubbles between the MWCNT-infused epoxy layer and glass slides could also influence its bulk electrical permittivity. Nevertheless, it can be observed that the change in permittivity of the MWCNT-infused epoxy at different curing times followed a similar pattern as those captured by ECT (Figure 15 ). Overall, a decrease in electrical permittivity was observed after complete curing. In addition, it should be noted that the results also showed the electrical permittivity of MWCNT-infused epoxy increased initially (between 0 to 20 min), which was believed to be due to its increase in temperature as was explained earlier.
A similar study was performed by Carrozzino and Levita, 29 where the dielectric property of epoxy resin was studied to monitor epoxy curing. Although, the dielectric behavior was interrogated in the microwave frequency range in an isothermal chamber, similar trends in dielectric property at different curing times was observed. Good agreement was observed between the reaction rate, as measured by calorimetry, and the rate of decrease of epoxy's dielectric constants. This phenomenon was explained by the decrease of dielectric dipoles from the epoxy resin during curing (i.e. due to the atoms becoming more constrained during crosslinking), thereby changing its dielectric properties. Although the specimen's electrical permittivity did not increase during the initial stages of curing, the study observed a very slow rate of change in its dielectric property due to the slower rate of polymerization reaction during initial curing. As the rate of reaction increased, electrical permittivity dropped and reached a plateau as soon as the reaction attained dynamic equilibrium.
29 Figure 17 . The relative permittivity of MWCNT-infused epoxy, corresponding to different curing time, was measured using a parallel-plate capacitor test setup. Standard deviations of measured capacitance are shown as the error bars.
Subsurface damage detection
For the final phase of this study, larger MWCNTinfused epoxy specimens were cast and used for ECT subsurface damage detection tests. First, an undamaged MWCNT-enhanced epoxy specimen was placed in the ECT electrode array, as shown in Figure 11 , for acquiring the undamaged or baseline permittivity map. Damage was introduced by drilling larger and larger diameter holes at the same location of each specimen. The drilled-hole damage simulated a void in the epoxybased system, with the intensity of damage increasing gradually as larger diameter holes were introduced. Upon drilling each hole, the specimen was placed back into the ECT system, at approximately the same location, interrogated, and the corresponding electrical permittivity distribution was reconstructed from the measured sets of boundary capacitance responses.
As shown in Figure 18 , ECT was able to accurately identify the corresponding location and severity of the drilled-hole damage. It should be noted that the results in Figure 18 show the change in relative permittivity distribution with respect to the undamaged baseline; thus, only the damage features are shown in the ECT results. A decrease in permittivity was observed near the vicinity of the introduced damage since more epoxy was removed as the diameter of the hole became larger. This can be explained by the fact that the drilled hole was filled with air, which has a much lower permittivity than epoxy. Despite the ability of ECT to detect the location and severity of damage, it can be observed that the estimated size of damage is larger than the actual damage. This was most likely due to the inherent resolution of the ECT system employed (which is mainly governed by the number of independent measurements) along with the regularization scheme adopted for solving the ECT inverse problem. Future studies will consider the fabrication and use of an ECT system with significantly more number of boundary electrodes, where sensing resolution and accuracy will then be quantified. In the meantime, the results presented in this study successfully validated ECT for damage detection.
Conclusion
The objective of this study was to validate that ECT could be used as a noncontact and effective technique for monitoring curing and subsurface damage in nanocomposite epoxy systems. First, an MWCNT-infused epoxy whose electrical properties were sensitive to strain was developed. High-speed shear mixing and probe sonication were employed for uniformly dispersing MWCNTs in both the epoxy resin and curing agent, before they were mixed and cured. Second, strain sensing characterization tests showed that the MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens showed high strain sensitivity (gage factor of ;9.8) with good linearity and repeatability. Third, using the ECT forward and inverse problems that was developed for this work and an ECT hardware system, the test setup was employed for monitoring the electrical permittivity of MWCNTinfused epoxy specimens as they cured to different time intervals. The ECT results indicated that electrical permittivity decreased as curing time increased. Fourth, to validate these ECT results, Young's modulus of these epoxy specimens was also measured using ultrasonic tests. The evolution of Young's modulus over time (i.e. increasing from 60 to 80 min and then stabilizing thereafter) correlated well with how the electrical permittivity changed over time. Furthermore, the dielectric behavior of the MWCNTinfused epoxy was also characterized during curing using a parallel-plate capacitor test setup. It was found that its dielectric property changed in a similar manner as captured by ECT, thereby providing additional evidence for validation purposes. Finally, different sizes of subsurface damage was introduced to larger MWCNT-infused epoxy specimens. ECT was able to detect the location and severity of these damage features. Overall, the findings from this study demonstrated that ECT can be used as a noncontact, nonintrusive, imaging technique for in situ curing monitoring and damage detection of nanocomposite epoxies. Future research will explore if this MWCNT-infused epoxy can be used as a strain-sensitive adhesive for fabricating FRP structures and components. ECT will be applied for in situ curing monitoring and subsurface damage detection of more realistic FRP components to demonstrate their applicability for monitoring various aerospace, civil, marine, and mechanical structures.
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